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Since the emergence of stock market and marketing trade, Insider Trading almost 
comes into being at the same time. Insider Trading does not only challenge the 
principles of fairness, justice, openness in the stock market and erodes the investors’ 
confidence , but also probably creates the economic bubble and influences the positive 
development of the entire market economy. Therefore, Chinese authorities issued 
Interim Measures against securities fraud in 1993 to regulate the insider trading.In 
1998, the sixth session of ninth NPC passed The securities law of the people's 
Republic of China. But with rapid development of economy and great changes of 
stock market, this law can’t meet the requirement of preventing and controlling the 
insider trading.So, in 2005, "Securities Law" amendment was issued to maker definite 
regulations to prevention ,monitoring and legal responsibility. This thesis probes into 
the relationship between insider trading and public power, private power, 
administrative power, judicial capacity and puts forward some legal suggestions, 
which refer to the advanced experience of US, UK and Hong Kong, China, about 
forbidding the insider trading from the point of power. 
This thesis mainly make use of the methods of comparison, data analysis and 
causal analysis to research and analyze the four types of power’s which differently 
affects and functions in the insider trading. It consists of four chapters besides abstract 
and conclusion. The first chapter includes the basic concepts of prevention and control 
of insider trading, explains the relations between various power it and points out the 
direction. The second chapter basically analyzes and compares the current condition 
among US, UK and HK to improve the means of preventing and controlling insider 
trading in China. The third chapter is one of the important chapters in this thesis, it 
discusses the dominating public power, weak private power, lopsided administrative 
power and unbalanced judicial capacity. The fourth chapter is the most important 
chapter and mainly talks about the limitation of public power, self-discipline of 
private power, regulation of administrative power and perfection of judicial capacity. 
Our stock market can be developed quickly and healthily under these measures. 
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